Ms. Rosaleen Nogle, PE, BCEE, PMP, BS ’05, BA ’05, MS ’07
Assistant Principal Engineer at Buffalo Sewer Authority

UB CSEE Alumna ’05 & ’07

Building professional connections as you complete your undergraduate degree is essential to preparing for your career. Do you have questions about how to prepare for life after school? Are you concerned about what opportunities may be available to you upon graduation?

Our job and internship event is an excellent opportunity to develop connections with companies and organizations looking to hire dedicated engineers. Ms. Nogle is a CSEE alumna. Her presentation will last approximately 30 - 40 minutes, allowing for plenty of time to connect and ask questions.

About the Buffalo Sewer Authority

Buffalo Sewer Authority is a public benefit corporation created by a 1935 act of the New York State Legislature to protect the Niagara River and tributary water bodies from pollution. Today Buffalo Sewer operates and maintains 850 miles of sewers within the City of Buffalo and a 180 MGD treatment facility which accepts flows and trucked in wastes from throughout the Western New York region. Additionally, we are actively working to significantly decrease the number of combined sewer overflow events through a 20 year, $380 million Long Term Control Plan which includes innovative green and gray infrastructure projects as well as more traditional holding tanks and treatment facility expansions.

The BSA is actively seeking Engineering Interns and Junior Sanitary Engineer candidates to assist with overseeing compliance with local and statewide storm regulations by developers, management of construction and maintenance personnel, asset management of the collection and treatment systems, inspection of construction projects, and related work.

Date: October 25, 2018 Time: 1:00 p.m.

Location: 223 Jarvis Hall, North Campus, University at Buffalo